Introduction
============

Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer-associated mortalities worldwide ([@b1-ol-0-0-9241]). There are two main types of lung cancer, small-cell lung carcinoma (SCLC) and non-SCLC (NSCLC), and the latter accounts for \~84% of all lung cancer cases in USA in 2018 ([@b2-ol-0-0-9241]). Lung squamous cell carcinoma (LSCC) is a subtype of NSCLC, and has a pathogenesis that is closely correlated with a history of tobacco smoking ([@b3-ol-0-0-9241]). Despite notable advances in the targeted treatment of patients with NSCLC, patients with LSCC do not benefit from these major improvements. For example, patients with the adenocarcinoma subtype of NSCLC are most likely to respond to epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) kinase inhibitors; however, patients with LSCC rarely respond to these EGFR kinase inhibitors ([@b4-ol-0-0-9241]). Recent studies have identified genes that may serve important roles in LSCC ([@b5-ol-0-0-9241],[@b6-ol-0-0-9241]); however, the molecular abnormalities and genetic mechanics of LSCC remain primarily unknown. Therefore, significant research into the genetic causes of LSCC has been undertaken, targeting earlier diagnosis and novel treatment development for the disease.

There have been hundreds of genes associated with LSCC, reflecting its heterogeneity. Mutations of a number of risk genes have been frequently reported in LSCC, such as tumor protein P53 (TP53) ([@b7-ol-0-0-9241]); however, these genes may also be biomarkers for multiple other diseases. For example, TP53 may serve as the diagnostic marker for SCLC ([@b7-ol-0-0-9241]) and chronic lymphocytic leukemia ([@b8-ol-0-0-9241]). This decreases the specificity of these genes as biomarkers for the diagnosis and treatment of LSCC; however, a number of genes only appear in a limited portion of LSCC cases, such as ACKR3 and ADGRL2 ([@b9-ol-0-0-9241],[@b10-ol-0-0-9241]). Furthermore, there are numerous novel genes identified each year for LSCC. For example, in 2017, fibroblast growth factor receptor (FGFR) 4 and microRNA 145 were novelly reported as LSCC risk genes that serve roles in the mechanism of the disease ([@b11-ol-0-0-9241],[@b12-ol-0-0-9241]). These genes have been identified in limited LSCC studies, which may be due to the specificity of genome variations in different patients ([@b13-ol-0-0-9241]); therefore, early diagnosis/prediction of LSCC may require multiple genes as biomarkers. Furthermore, patient-specificity should also be taken into account when selecting the appropriate individualized treatment.

To address this issue, the present study first developed a LSCC genetic database (LSCC_GD), curating all LSCC target genes available within Pathway Studio (<http://pathwaystudio.com>), a literature-based pathway analysis tool used to model associations between proteins, genes, complexes, cells, tissues and diseases. It has been demonstrated that Pathway Studio possesses the largest real-time updated databases in this field of study ([@b14-ol-0-0-9241]). The disease prediction capability of these curated genes within LSCC_GD was tested using multiple independent gene expression datasets, where the selected genes were used to classify patients with LSCC from healthy controls (LSCC case/control classification). A sparse representation-based variable selection (SRVS) algorithm was employed to select the optimum gene vectors for a given patient group as biomarkers/features to achieve the highest case/control classification accuracy. Cao *et al* ([@b15-ol-0-0-9241]) demonstrated the effectiveness of the SRVS algorithm in genetic and imaging variable selection. Instead of selecting a specific number of variables, the SRVS method generates a sparse regression weight for each variable, which can be used for variable ranking.

The results confirmed the specificity of the genomic variation of different groups of patients with LSCC, and supported the hypothesis that for a given group of patients with LSCC, there is a gene vector, from the curated LSCC target genes, that possesses significant predication power to distinguish LSCC cases from healthy controls.

Materials and methods
=====================

### Development of LSCC_GD

The LSCC_GD database contains 260 genes (LSCC_GD→Related Genes). These genes were identified from previously demonstrated associations with LSCC, which are supported by 685 references (LSCC→Ref for Disease-Gene Relation). The LSCC_GD database also includes 56 drugs (LSCC_GD→Related Drugs), 101 diseases (LSCC_GD→Related Diseases) and 100 pathways (LSCC_GD→Related Pathways) associations with LSCC. These LSCC-associated entities were acquired using Pathway Studio. LSCC_GD also includes the information of 658 and 126 supporting references for LSCC-Gene and LSCC-Drug associations, respectively. For each association, there are ≥1 supporting references. The reference information includes the title of and the associated sentences from the source where an association was identified. The current LSCC_GD database has been deposited into the 'Bioinformatics Database' (<http://gousinfo.com/database/Data_Genetic/LSCC_GD.xlsx>). It is scalable and will be updated monthly or upon request. [Fig. 1](#f1-ol-0-0-9241){ref-type="fig"} presents the database schema of the curated database LSCC_GD.

Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) and Sub-Network Enrichment Analysis (SNEA) were conducted to identify pathways, diseases, and drugs (small molecules) associated with the 260 LSCC genes. Fisher\'s exact test was employed for GSEA and SNEA to measure the gene-enrichment in annotation terms and the significance of the overlap between a selected gene group and a given pathway/sub-network. The top 100 pathways (LSCC→Related Pathways) were acquired using the Pathway Enrichment Analysis (PEA) module of Pathway Studio. The 260 LSCC genes were significantly enriched within these pathways \[P\<4.4×10^−05^; q=0.001 for false discovery rate (FDR)\]. The 101 diseases (LSCC→Related Diseases) were identified using the SNEA module (<http://pathwaystudio.gousinfo.com/SNEA.pdf>). The 260 LSCC target genes were significantly overlapped with the genes associated with each of these 101 diseases (P\<1.9×10^−33^; q=0.001 for FDR). A number of the pathways and diseases have been previously implicated in LSCC, indicating the pathological association between these target genes and LSCC.

The Gene-Gene Interaction (GGI) network (LSCC→GGI Network) was generated based on the enriched pathways. Two genes were identified as connected if they shared ≥1 pathways. The number of shared pathways was the edge weight. A 7-by-7 GGI network was presented as an example, and the full network was presented in the form of an adjacent matrix in the LSCC→GGI Network. The 105 potential drugs (LSCC→Potential Drugs) were identified using the SNEA module of Pathway Studio. The drugs/small molecules were significantly associated with the LSCC target genes, and the majority of these have not been identified in clinical trial (92/105). The identified drugs/small molecules may represent potential drug candidates for LSCC. It is notable that these drugs demonstrated significant overlap with the drugs/small molecules associated with LSCC directly (LSCC_GD→Related drugs; P=1.31×10^−18^).

### SRVS for gene vector selection

The SRVS algorithm ([@b15-ol-0-0-9241]) was used to rank the 260 LSCC target genes according to a given experiment dataset. For each gene, a sparse weight will be assigned by SRVS. The gene vector composed of the top n genes ranked by SRVS will be the genetic marker for the LSCC case/control classification, where n is the number of genes corresponding to the maximum classification ratio (CR) as defined as:
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The premise of the SRVS algorithm is to select an optimum number of features, according to sparse representation theory, when there were notably more features than samples. In the present study, the figures to be selected were genes. The input of the SRVS algorithm were the values of gene expression, and the output were the weight for each gene. These weights were defined as the SRVSScore, which was used to rank the genes. A detailed description of the SRVS algorithm was produced by Cao *et al* ([@b15-ol-0-0-9241]).

### Gene expression data

In the present study, two Homo sapiens RNA gene expression datasets \[GEO ID: GSE18842 ([@b16-ol-0-0-9241]) and GSE1987 ([@b17-ol-0-0-9241])\] were employed to evaluate the classification performance using the LSCC target genes. These datasets were selected from the Illumina BaseSpace Correlation Engine (<http://www.illumina.com>) and are publicly available at the National Center of Biotechnology Information Gene Expression Omnibus ([www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/](www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/)). The data selection criteria were as follows: i) They were human experiments; ii) the data were RNA expression datasets; iii) the data were presented as LSCC case vs. normal control studies; and iv) the tissue was from the lung. From each dataset, expression data of normal controls and patients with LSCC were extracted and used for LSCC case/control classification. Genes of each dataset were limited to LSCC target genes curated within the database LSCC_GD. The key statistics of the two datasets are summarized in [Table I](#tI-ol-0-0-9241){ref-type="table"}.

The gene expression profiles of the two gene expression datasets are also included in LSCC_GD (LSCC_GD→GSE18842 and LSCC_GD→GSE1987). Within each dataset, the SRVS-generated weights (SRVSScore) and analysis of variance (ANOVA)-generated P-value score \[PValueScore; logic transferred P-values: −10×*log*(P-value)\] were also presented. For a given gene, the input of the ANOVA was two vectors of gene expression values, one vector was for the case group subjects and the other was for the control group. The gene expression data were provided in LSCC_GD→GSE18842 and LSCC_GD→GSE1987. The P-value for a gene was generated from the one-way ANOVA of the case/control comparison using the corresponding expression data. A SRVSScore or a PValueScore represented the significance of a gene to the dataset according to SRVS or ANOVA methods, respectively.

### LSCC case/control classification

To identify the best gene vector resulting the highest CR and the corresponding CR, the LSCC target genes were ranked by SRVSScore in descending order. Subsequently, a Euclidean distance-based multivariate classification ([@b14-ol-0-0-9241]) was performed for each dataset, followed by a leave-one-out (LOO) cross validation ([@b18-ol-0-0-9241]). For each run of LOO, the gene expression data of one subject was used for testing and the rest for training. The inputs of the classifier were the expression values of the top *n* (*n*=1, 2 ...) genes, such that the CR of the top *n* genes could be determined. A permutation of 5,000 runs was then conducted to test the hypothesis, that randomly selected gene sets of the same size can reach equal or higher CR. The permutation P-values (number of runs with equal or better CRs over the number of total runs) were calculated. The gene vector that generated the highest CR was considered the best gene vector, and was selected for the dataset according to the SRVS method.

Following the same process, the best gene vector according to the ANOVA approach was identified for each dataset. For comparison purposes, a CR baseline was also generated using randomly selected gene sets of n (*n*=1, 2 ...) genes. For each point of the CR baseline, the value was the mean of 300 CRs, which were from randomly selected genes within the dataset.

Results
=======

### Target genes from LSCC_GD

Due to the lack of space, a small GGI network was presented as an example in [Fig. 2](#f2-ol-0-0-9241){ref-type="fig"}. The size of the example network was 7-by-7 (49/260 LSCC target genes). The full GGI network composed of 201/260 LSCC target genes has been presented in the form of adjacency matrix in LSCC_GD→GGI Network. An association between two genes indicated that these two genes shared ≥1 pathways (LSCC_GD→Related Pathways). There were 59 genes not included in the LSCC associated pathways, and therefore were not presented in the GGI network.

### LSCC case/control classification

The maximum CRs are marked at the position of the corresponding number of genes. As depicted in [Table II](#tII-ol-0-0-9241){ref-type="table"}, the results of LOO cross-validation of the two gene ranking method on two datasets were summarized, including the maximum CRs, the corresponding number of top genes and the permutation P-values of the two methods.

[Fig. 3](#f3-ol-0-0-9241){ref-type="fig"} displays the classification results and establishes that compared with the CRs generated by randomly selected gene sets, the genes selected from LSCC target genes by SRVSScore and PValueScore may result in significantly higher classification accuracies. Notably, using only the top genes with the highest SRVSScore/PValueScore, the highest CRs were acquired ([Fig. 3](#f3-ol-0-0-9241){ref-type="fig"} and [Table II](#tII-ol-0-0-9241){ref-type="table"}). These results demonstrated the effectiveness of the selected top genes by SRVS and ANOVA in the differentiation of patients with LSCC from controls, and those selected genes for a specific patient with LSCC group should be the main genetic targets for the prognosis and treatment of the patients in the group. Additionally, as displayed in [Table II](#tII-ol-0-0-9241){ref-type="table"}, the SRVS method outperformed ANOVA method in terms of CR in all datasets (5.0×10^−4^ vs. 4.9×10^−2^ and 1.8×10^−3^ vs. 2.0×10^−3^ for GSE18842 and GSE1987, respectively).

[Table II](#tII-ol-0-0-9241){ref-type="table"} also depicts that, for each dataset, the top genes selected by each method may be significantly different. For the SRVS method, the unique genes selected for the two datasets ranged from 90--94.11%. For the ANOVA method, the two dataset (GSE18842 and GSE1987) demonstrated 91.67 and 0% unique genes, respectively \[[Table II](#tII-ol-0-0-9241){ref-type="table"}→Unique genes from all datasets (%)\]. These results indicated the group specificity of the genome variation of the patients within the two datasets.

Notably, the optimum gene markers for distinct datasets selected by SRVS and ANOVA may be considerably different ([Table II](#tII-ol-0-0-9241){ref-type="table"}). The genes selected by the SRVS method demonstrated a \<23.53% overlap with that of the ANOVA method for both datasets \[[Table II](#tII-ol-0-0-9241){ref-type="table"}→ Overlap genes of two methods (%)\]. The results indicated that SRVS performs differently and more effectively than ANOVA.

Discussion
==========

LSCC is an aggressive cancer type, and the overall prognosis for patients with LSCC is poor. Previously, numerous molecular therapy targeted studies have been conducted ([@b19-ol-0-0-9241],[@b20-ol-0-0-9241]), with hundreds of risk genes identified for the disease. The majority of these genes serve roles within LSCC-associated genetic pathways, and a number of them were indicated as drug targets for the disease, such as FGFR1 and discoidin domain receptor tyrosine kinase 2 (DDR2) ([@b20-ol-0-0-9241]--[@b22-ol-0-0-9241]).

Only a limited number of genes have been frequently detected in LSCC cases. For instance, focal FGFR1 amplification occurs in up to 22% of LSCC cases ([@b21-ol-0-0-9241]). FGFR1 amplification in cells is dependent on FGFR signaling and is sensitive to FGFR inhibitors ([@b21-ol-0-0-9241]). Somatic mutations in the DDR2 kinase gene were also indicated as the potential targets for the treatment of a portion of patients with LSCC ([@b20-ol-0-0-9241],[@b22-ol-0-0-9241]). These results reflected the heterogeneity of human tumor types ([@b23-ol-0-0-9241]), and explain the large size of the LSCC risk gene pool curated through previous studies ([@b4-ol-0-0-9241]--[@b12-ol-0-0-9241]).

Whilst novel LSCC genes are being actively investigated in continuous genetic and genomic studies performed, significantly less studies have been conducted to test the validity of the existing LSCC risk genes as a whole for their diagnostic and predictive capabilities for LSCC. We hypothesized that, if the current LSCC gene pool is sufficient to cover the majority of the genes underlying the genetic pathogeneses of LSCC, then for a given group of patients with LSCC, ≥1 gene vector from the LSCC gene pool exists that possesses significance in the classification/prediction of patients with LSCC from controls. If this hypothesis were true, then another issue would arise, in how the optimum gene combination from the target pool for a specific patient group would be identified.

To test this hypothesis, comprehensive literature data mining using Pathway Studio was conducted, which identified 260 LSCC target genes. Pathway Studio covers \>40,000,000 scientific papers. Each association between these genes and LSCC was supported by ≥1 literature reports (LSCC_GD→Ref for Disease-Gene Relation). Within LSCC_GD, there are also 100 pathways (LSCC_GD→Related Pathways), 101 disease-subnetworks (LSCC_GD→Diseases) and 105 potential drugs/small molecules (LSCC_GD→Potential Drugs) present when these genes were significantly enriched.

PEA demonstrated that the majority of these genes (201/260) were significantly enriched within multiple genetic pathways implicated in LSCC (P\<4.4×10^−5^; q=0.001 for FDR). For instance, there are 66 genes significantly enriched within four cell apoptosis pathways (P\<3.0×10^−7^; q=0.001 for FDR) ([@b24-ol-0-0-9241],[@b25-ol-0-0-9241]), including negative regulation of the apoptotic process \[Gene Ontology (GO): 0006916; P=1.1×10^−14^\]; the apoptotic process (GO: 0008632; P=9.9×10^−08^); positive regulation of the apoptotic process (GO: 0043065; P=2.2×10^−7^); and negative regulation of cysteine-type endopeptidase activity involved in the apoptotic process (GO: 0043154; P=3.0×10^−7^). There were also 79 genes significantly enriched within 9 pathways associated with cell growth and proliferation (P\<2.8×10^−5^) ([@b26-ol-0-0-9241]) and 72 genes enriched within protein kinases (P\<3.7×10^−6^) ([@b27-ol-0-0-9241],[@b28-ol-0-0-9241]). More pathways can be identified from LSCC_GD→Related Pathways.

Disease SNEA demonstrated that, 250/260 genes were significantly overlapped with the risk genes of 101 diseases (P\<1.9×10^−33^; q=0.001 for FDR). The majority of these 101 diseases are different cancers types, and a number of them were associated with LSCC, including gastric ([@b29-ol-0-0-9241]) and breast cancer ([@b30-ol-0-0-9241]). More results from SNEA can be identified at LSCC_GD→Related Diseases.

Within LSCC_GD, there were 56 known LSCC drugs (LSCC_GD→Related Drugs) that underwent clinical trials and demonstrated effectiveness in treating LSCC. These 56 drugs demonstrated significant overlap (13 overlapped drugs; P=1.31×10^−18^) with the top 105 potential drugs/small molecules (LSCC_GD→Potential Drugs), whose gene sub-networks were significantly enriched with the 260 LSCC genes. Additionally, a number of the 260 LSCC genes were target genes of known LSCC drugs. For instance, AZD4547, a FGFR inhibitor, is a key drug in the treatment of LSCC. This may be explained due to AZD4547 exhibiting a highly selective profile across a lung cell line panel, potently inhibiting cell growth only in those lines harboring amplified FGFR1 ([@b31-ol-0-0-9241]). These results demonstrated that the 260 LSCC genes were associated with LSCC and therefore may possess classification/prediction power for the disease; however, due to the heterogeneity of LSCC and the specificity of human genome variation ([@b13-ol-0-0-9241]), the significance of these genes being used as markers for disease diagnosis and personalized treatment still requires testing.

To address this issue, LSCC case/control classification was conducted on two independent gene expression datasets, with two algorithms (SRVS and ANOVA) for gene selection from the 260 LSCC genes. The basic theory for gene selection is that mutations of these 260 genes will not be exhibited in a number of patients with LSCC, and therefore are not effective as biomarkers for all patients.

Compared with randomly selected genes, those selected by SRVS and ANOVA generated significantly higher predication power (permutation P\<1.8×10^−3^ for SRVS, and P\<5.0×10^−2^ for ANOVA), with improved high classification accuracy (SRVS vs. ANOVA: 100% vs. 98.9%, and 100% vs. 96.15%, for datasets GSE18842 and GSE1987, respectively), as depicted in [Table II](#tII-ol-0-0-9241){ref-type="table"}. These results indicated that, for a given dataset, a gene vector, from the 260 LSCC gene pools, that could be used as biomarker vector for the diagnosis and prognosis of the disease exists. Notably, SRVS outperforms ANOVA in terms of CR on both datasets. This indicated the effectiveness of the SRVS method for feature selection. It is notable that both datasets used LSCC lung tissue as sample source, which may partially explain the high classification results of both methods.

Cross analysis on the genes selected demonstrated that optimum biomarkers are dataset specific, as depicted in [Table II](#tII-ol-0-0-9241){ref-type="table"}. These results indicated the specificity of the genomic variations of different patients ([@b12-ol-0-0-9241]), and highlighted the necessity of genomic variable selection in the diagnosis and treatment of patients with LSCC.

To conclude, the present study indicated that the 260 curated LSCC genes from previous studies demonstrated a strong association with the pathogenesis of LSCC, and possessed significant diagnostic power as a biomarker network. Furthermore, SRVS is an effective method to select the optimum gene sub-set for personalized diagnosis and treatment for a specific group of patients with LSCC.
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![The LSCC_GD database schema. LSCC associated genes, drugs were collected from literature data mining. LSCC associated pathways were collected from Gene Set Enrichment Analysis, based on which a Gene-Gene interaction network was generated. The LSCC associated diseases and potential drugs were acquired using Sub-Network Enrichment Analysis. LSCC, lung squamous cell carcinoma.](ol-16-04-5140-g01){#f1-ol-0-0-9241}

![The Gene-Gene Interaction Network composed of the 49/260 LSCC target genes from LSCC_GD. The edge weight between two node/genes represents the number of pathways shared by the two genes. The larger the size of a node, the higher the number of pathways (LSCC_GD→Related Pathways) that include this gene. The brighter the color, the higher the Fisher\'s centrality of the gene (number of other genes connected). The adjacency matrix is presented in the LSCC_GD GGI Network. LSCC, lung squamous cell carcinoma.](ol-16-04-5140-g02){#f2-ol-0-0-9241}

![Comparison of different metrics through a leave-one-out crosses validation. Genes were ranked in ascending order according to SRVSScore or PValueScore for SRVS or analysis of variance method, respectively. SRVS, sparse representation-based variable selection; CR, classification ratio; SRVSScore, SRVS-generated weights; PValueScore, analysis of variance-generated P-value score.](ol-16-04-5140-g03){#f3-ol-0-0-9241}

###### 

Statistics of two gene expression datasets.

  NCBI GEO ID            GSE18842   GSE1987
  ---------------------- ---------- ---------
  \#LSCC case/control    46/45      17/9
  \#Genes from LSCC_GD   232        702

NCBI, National Center for Biotechnology Information; LSCC, lung squamous cell carcinoma.

###### 

Leave-one-out cross validation and permutation results.

                                         GSE18842 (case/control: 46/45)   GSE1987 (case/control: 17/9)                   
  -------------------------------------- -------------------------------- ------------------------------ --------------- --------------
  Maximum CR                             100.00                           98.90                          100.00          96.15
  \#Selected Genes                       17                               24                             10              2
  P-value                                5.0×10^−4^                       4.9×10^−2^                     1.8×10^−3^      2.0×10^−3^
  Unique genes from all datasets (%)     94.11% (16/17)                   91.67% (22/24)                 90.00% (9/10)   0.00% (0/2)
  Overlapping genes of two methods (%)   23.53% (4/17)                    16.67% (4/24)                  10.00% (1/10)   50.00% (1/2)

ANOVA, analysis of variance; CR, classification ratio; SRVS, sparse representation-based variable selection.
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